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- Read our guide to understanding the publishing process
- Find collaborators and connect with colleagues and peers through Mendeley
- Learn how to write successful funding applications
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- Improve research writing skills with online courses
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- Find unique tools to enrich your paper
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- Learn about our Article Transfer Service to automatically maximize publication options
- Discover how the review process works and your role in it
- Learn how to make your research data accessible, discoverable and usable to others
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- Read our guide to getting your research noticed
- Learn about Elsevier’s Share Links program to freely share your research online
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Neuroscience Journals

1. Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience
   - Title: Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience
   - ISSN: 1878-9293
   - Open access

2. European Neuropsychopharmacology
   - Title: European Neuropsychopharmacology
   - ISSN: 0924-977X

3. Experimental Gerontology
   - Title: Experimental Gerontology
   - ISSN: 0531-5565

4. Experimental Neurology
   - Title: Experimental Neurology
   - ISSN: 0014-4886

5. Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology
   - Title: Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology
   - ISSN: 0091-3022

6. Hearing Research
   - Title: Hearing Research
   - ISSN: 0378-5955
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Elsevier’s Research Elements Journals

What are Research Elements Journals?
Elsevier’s Research Elements journals are a suite of open access, multidisciplinary journals dedicated solely to publishing research elements articles.

What are Research Elements Articles?
Research elements articles are brief, peer-reviewed articles that complement full research papers and describe output that has come about as a result of following the research cycle – this includes things like data, methods and protocols, software, code, hardware and more.

Sharing research output in the form of a research elements article ensures your work is discoverable, comprehensible and reproducible.

Additionally, articles in our Research Elements journals are easy to prepare and submit via a template, are subject to a peer review process, receive a DOI and are fully citable.

Data in Brief  MethodsX  HardwareX  SoftwareX  Software Impacts
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Open access
At the core of Elsevier’s publishing mission

Over 90 percent of the journals we launch are open access. In 2019 we published over 49,000 gold open access articles, a double-digit growth on the previous year. Today Elsevier is one of the world’s fastest-growing open access publishers.

Whatever your discipline, there’s an open access home for your research. With over 2,300 journals that offer gold open access publishing options, we’ve got you covered.

Here are some of the benefits you’ll enjoy:

**High visibility**
Reach the audience your research deserves

**Proven trust**
140 years’ experience curating and verifying scientific knowledge

**Top quality**
Rigorous standards & quality journals across the board

**Powerful innovation**
Access to state-of-the-art innovations that measure your impact and make your life easier

**Wide choice**
Select the publishing model that’s right for you

*Figure presents Elsevier journal launches in 2019

Find out more at: elsevier.com/authors/journal-authors/open-access

Journal & article data representative up to March 2020